Power glow auto detailing

Directions from:. Email the business. Know more about this business than we do? Please
submit any corrections or missing details you may have. Power Glow Auto Detailing specializes
in motorcycle detailing services. We also provide motorcycle storage and exterior car Posted on
September 18, Brought to you by facebook. Power Glow Auto Detailing offers professional
detailing for cars, trucks, suv's and motorcycles with lasting protection. We use special
bonding products which will make your auto detail last for one year or more, not just a few
months like most. Our guarantee is to provide the finest craftsmanship each and every time with
a one year warranty on all work. We are also proud to be one of only a Posted on August 25,
Brought to you by localcom. Power Glow Auto Detailing offers mobile detailing for cars, trucks,
suv's and motorcycles with lasting protection. We are also proud to be one of only a handful
Posted on March 17, Be the first cleveland. Posted by Jerry Harb on September 12, Very detail
oriented on motorcycles would recommend it to anybody I recommend to all my customers
when I work on their bikes and they asked me about detailing highly recommended. Posted by
David Hastings on August 26, Highly recommend for any detailing needs. We will be back!
Posted by Shawn Todd Raines on July 27, Posted on October 11, Brought to you by
showmelocal. We provide professional motorcycle detailing, motorcycle storage and exterior
car detailing services. Posted on June 20, Brought to you by ezlocal. Posted on March 14,
Brought to you by yellowise. Recommend It? Recommended 0 Not Recommended 0. Get
Directions Directions from:. Share on Share. Contact Us Email the business. Submit a
correction Know more about this business than we do? Help us make it right. Reviews of this
business 3 Share a review. Rating distribution 5 stars 3 4 stars 0 3 stars 0 2 stars 0 1 star 0 No
rating 0. Average Rating Very detail oriented on motorcycles would recommend it to anybody I
recommend to all my customers when I work on their bikes and they asked me about detailing
highly recommended Posted by David Hastings on August 26, Powered by Yellowbot. Ceramic
Exterior Detail. Applying a ceramic coating to your cars exterior. Paint, Rims, Exterior Moldings,
Headlights, ect. Hand wash the exterior, apply tire shine, clean windows and apply a coat of wax
by hand. Clean floor mats, windows, rims and dress tires. The seats, carpets, doors and dash
are cleaned with a foam cleaner. Apply dressing on dash, doors and leather seats. Clean floor
mats, rims and dress tires. Hand scrub carpet, seats and headliner. Doors and dash will be hand
scrubbed and dressed. Air ducts and trunk area will be cleaned. Hand wash the exterior and
spray door jambs, clean rims and dress tires. Exterior moldings are dressed, windows are
cleaned. Clay bar is used to smooth the vehicles paint surface. Coat of wax will now be applied
by hand for vehicles protection. Clean floor mats, steam clean engine and spray door jambs.
Clean windows, rims and dress tires. Air ducts and trunk area will be cleaned as well. Leather
seats will be condition Exterior moldings and wheel wells are dressed also. Vehicle will be two
staged buffed. Stage one: Buff with a medium cut compound and medium cut pad to remove
swirls and light scratches. Stage one: Color sand the paint to remove swirls and deep
scratches. Stage two: Buff with a medium cut compound and medium cut pad. We clean the
headliner with an enzyme, and bomb the car with a special odor eating enzyme to eliminate
odors. We match the color of the carpet to factory standards. Additional cost for finishing
headlights with premium lens protector. Followed by dressing the engine for a clean look.
Package is valid up to 18 months from time of purchase. Appointments 30 minutes or later may
be asked to re-schedule. We value your time and the time of our other clients. Photo Gallery. We
come to your location licensed insured and completely self-contained. All we need are keys to
your dirty or brand-new vehicle. We Steam Clean Inside and out. We leave Zero water waste
while both cleaning the interior and exterior. Our Dry Steam Cleaning Process is the
revolutionary and environmentally friendly way to detail your vehicle. Is Your cars Paint due for
service and protection? Could Your Upholstery and dashboard use sanitation or Deep Cleaning.
Whatever the case may be you can rely on the experts of CV Mobile Auto Spa to revive and
protect your vehicle at your location. Our Deep Steam Cleaning and Reconditioning service kills
After being dry steam cleaned you will never want to go back to to basic detailing methods or
services. We Deep Clean your entire vehicle with the natural sanitizer Dry Steam. We use water
base products and sanitize smoke odors, dog odors, bacteria. Not only due you get the most
powerful Interior and Exterior cleaning service, we recondition your vehicle to a show room
finish with a German engineered paint correcting system. Your paint will glow and shine bright
swirl and scratch free. Traditional foam power washer cleaning is out dated and leaves a mess
for the environment. The hard solvent detail chemical cleaning days are over. Why go through
the hassle of finding a basic detail shop or detailer. We bring the true Auto Spa Experience
conveniently to your vehicle onsite. Traditional Detailing requires a lot of water waste and hard
chemicals to fight dirt. Detailing requires scrub and brush methods that only surface clean
leaving you with temporary results. With the power of Deep Steam Cleaning for your interior,
exterior and motor we are we are reconditioning your vehicle and adding value you can see and

feel. If your curious to know what our clients have to say about their CV Mobile Auto Spa
Experience check out our amazing google testimonials. Experience the power of Steam Clean
Reconditioning at your commercial location, home or office. Our mobile Steam Clean
Reconditioning process is time efficient and effective and will revive your vehicle hassle free at
your location. Call to schedule your Deep Cleaning today. We are deep cleaning and
reconditioning your vehicle with high pressure dry steam, which sanitizes killing We steam
clean places that use to be impossible to reach with traditional detail methods. We remove
interior stains and exterior dirt by lifting the dirt and vaporizing it away. Our service is a
non-abrasive and is the safest cleaning system for dirty vehicles or new vehicles surfaces
inside or out. We steam clean your complete exterior with high pressure steam. Our steam
cleaning power cleans your wheels, rims, tires and inner wheel wells. The Exterior surfaces get
steam cleaned which is a vapor exfoliation process. We lift and vaporize the dirt from the
surface which extracts the dirt from the clear coated surface. Waste water free. Your vehicle is
your second home. Dirt and bacteria can dull your shine and leave your interior surfaces
unprotected. At CV Mobile Auto Spa we deep steam clean your seats, carpets, door panels, door
jambs, trunk jambs, center console and small cracks under seats. Is your cars paint dull dirty
and unprotected? Have you had scratches removed from your paint so you can see a mirror
finish? Our Paint correction system is state of the art. We use Italian designed machines that
correct your paints surface flawlessly onsite. How does your motor look? Your motor is the
most valuable compartment to your vehicles performance and appeal. Remove years of old
leaves, dirt, debris and oil from your engine compartment safely. We Steam Clean your motor
compartment and protect it with a water base conditioner for Month protection. Are your
headlights starting to age your vehicle? Are your head lights compromising your night time
driving clarity? Let us restore those dull lights and make them bright again. We use a 4 part
system which removes, corrects and restores headlights to new clarity again. All lights are
Ceromic sealed and protected to New finish. We leave Zero Water Waste and are completely
self-contained. We Produce High End Results on your vehicle you will see and feel for months.
Welcome to the Power of Steam Cleaning Technology. Less Water Better Results. Follow us on
Instagram. Exceptional Reconditioning Services. Over 10 years of automotive detailing
experience at your home or office. Steam Cleaning Service Overview. Individual Detailing
Services. Why Choose Us. You deserve the best in automotive detailing and our Deep Steam
Clean Reconditioning Services are Guaranteed to revive your vehicle the best in the cleaning
industry. PFB Mobile Auto Detailing is a Veteran-owned mobile auto wash and detailing
business serving the West Valley, which takes pride in service and commitment to detail and
results. With multiple exterior, interior wash and detail options available, your vehicle will be
given the care it deserves. Additionally, we come to you at your convenience. Send us an email.
We are always happy to help you. Monday am - pm. Tuesday am - pm. Wednesday am - pm.
Thursday am - pm. Friday am - pm. Saturday am - pm. Sunday Closed. Email: sales
pfbmobileautodetailing. Interior Design. Phone : When You Feel the Need for Clean. Welcome
to. Quality Work Guaranteed. Licensed and Insured. At PFB we feel a vehicle is much more than
just a means of transportation. With multiple exterior and interior packages and options, we not
only breathe new life back into your ride, but also restore the shine and protect it for the road
ahead. Contact PFB today for a free quote, and let us show you how we can best serve your
vision of a clean and well detailed vehicle. Services Offered:. Enhancement Plus Exterior Wash.
Classic Interior Clean. Revive Interior Clean. Comprehensive Interior Clean. Engine Bay Detail.
Headlight Restoration. Pet Hair Extraction. Range Rover Velar. Ford Mustang GT. Ford Mustang
GT 35th Anniversary. Chevrolet Suburban. Interested in any of Our Services? He went well
above and beyond. What should have been a simple clay bar and clean turned into an 8 hour
process. Kept at the agreed upon price and did a few extras. Definitely will use in future and
recommend -Steve Shulz. This is the person who you want to detail your vehicle. Awesome job!
My vehicle looks great and Eastman was very professional, punctual and restored my kid
trashed car back to new! Get In Touch. Hours of Operation. Monday am - pm Tuesday am - pm
Wednesday am - pm Thursday am - pm Friday am - pm Saturday am - pm Sunday Closed. A
pressure washer is a tool which has been used for years by car cleaning enthusiasts and
professionals alike. If you have read any of my other posts on this blog you know that I am an
advocate for safe car washing, so it is worth mentioning that using a pressure washer in your
car cleaning routine is also good for your cars paintwork. Blasting dirt away is always less risky
than shifting it by wiping it with a wash mitt. For those of you who are looking to start snow
foaming your car , owning a half-decent pressure washer will really set you up for success here,
as most good snow foaming systems will require that you use one. Some high powered petrol
or gas pressure washers These are more suited for cleaning your patio than for using on your
pride and joy. However, you can buy a pressure washer with a higher power and twist the nozzle

to reduce this making it safe to use on your car, if you are just intending to use it for car
cleaning, then there is no need to get anything that is over PSI. However, for it to cause damage,
you will most likely need to apply direct pressure straight from the nozzle and onto your vehicle
at a close range. It is recommended that no matter what type of pressure washer you are using
and regardless of what PSI it has, you should always start at about 24 inches away from the
targeted area and move in no closer than 12 inches to it. A safety tip that I always give is that
you should choose a pressure washer with a setting of â€” PSI. These usually come in the form
of Electric Powered Washers. It is completely safe to use a pressure washer on a Ceramic
Coated Car. Again, once you stay within the safe PSI limits for the paintwork, the same principle
applies for the ceramic coating. In fact, for ceramic coated cars I highly recommend the use of a
Foam cannon combined with a pressure washer for cleaning, as it will help get the best out of
your coating. A lot of dirt and grime can be removed from a coated car by just using a pressure
washer alone, thanks to the self-cleaning effect of the coating. As I mentioned above it is
actually more beneficial for you not to use something that is overpowered and not suitable for
the job. Sure you can spend lots of money on a pressure washer for other purposes, but when it
comes to cleaning your car something middle of the road will do you just fine. When it comes
down to my own choices I usually go for something with a trusted and well-known brand and
which has proven reliability to last the test of time. These often appear to have all the cleaning
features you might want, at a low price. But they do tend to be cheaply made and lack the power
to clean. It is important to look out for packages that come with attachments designed for use
on your car wheel brushes are common extras. Different models come with different
accessories, so make sure you pick one that has useful attachments for cleaning, a wheel
brush, soft brush fitment, and a foam bottle that can be added between the hose and spray gun
which is ideal for snow foaming your car. Below are some of my recommendations to get you
started using a pressure washer in your car cleaning routine. Karcher is probably one of the
first brands that you will think of in terms of a pressure washer and is one of the biggest names
in the business. The First pressure washer I ever bought for my car was a Karcher and it did not
disappoint This particular Karcher is not the most expensive washer in their range, but it is
more than adequate for your car cleaning needs as it provides the sweet spot PSI of pressure
which really is the most you will ever need for detailing. Full Specification and pricing available
Here. Karcher is a trusted brand which will not break the bank, and they usually provide a nice
warranty on their products too. The K5 is a no brainer if you are considering a middle of the
road priced pressure washer for cleaning your car. The Karcher K2 is another superb choice for
those looking to clean their car with a pressure washer. The K2 is my recommended choice for
those on a budget or looking to pick up a pressure washer for a bit cheaper. This particular
Karcher is about half the price of the K5 listed above, but should still provide more than
adequate cleaning power at about PSI. This is another product I recommend to those who are
maybe picking up their very first pressure washer for using on their car as there is usually a
nice bundle available which will come with some extra car cleaning goodies. If you are after a
nice little compact pressure washer for cleaning your car a few times a month then this is a
great option. It is well priced, comes with everything you need to get going and has enough
power to do a great job. If you have a bigger budget then you can spend more and get more
power such as the K5 Above. The SPX is not short of accessories either, included are the two
separate detergent tanks, inch extension wand, foot high-pressure hose, foot power cord,
garden hose adapter, 5 quick-connect spray tips and more. Similar to the other products listed
above, the sun joe is by no means the most powerful or expensive pressure washer you can
buy, but it is more than enough for cleaning your car and can be picked up for a pretty cheap
price. This is another ideal choice for someone looking to add to their detailing tools. If you are
considering buying a pressure washer for use in your car detailing routine I would highly
recommend it as there are many benefits to be gained with a small investment of money. As I
mentioned many times throughout this post there is absolutely no need to be spending large
amounts of cash on a pressure washer for the sole purpose of cleaning your car. However, if
you intend to buy something for you to get used around your house as well as cleaning your
car, you may want to opt for something with a little more power, but from a pure car detailing
perspective there is simply no need to be spending wads of cash and any of the options I have
listed above will do just fine. If you have any recommendations or questions about the products
above, please feel free to leave a comment and I will do my best to answer. If you have any
pressure washer tips when it comes to car cleaning I would love to hear them! Darren is the
founder of the DriveDetailed blog and is a keen detailing enthusiast living in the rainy south of
Ireland. When he is not cleaning his car he is always researching ways he can improve his
techniques and enjoys testing out out new products. You can follow Darren on Instagram
darrenoharacork. Hi Darren, this is so full of useful information. However, I have one concern,

there are various of car type and features. Do you think the car washer you mentioned is
applicable to all type of cars? With all good wishes. Hello Darren, Such a useful information you
had posted. I was thinking to buy pressure washer for car detailing and suddenly I reach your
article which is become great and helpful for me to buy best pressure washer. It works really
well for me. Remember my website from your website and take a look at my website on a
continuous basis. I did not know that there are presssure washers for car detailing until I read
this. I will share this blog with my friends. This is very interesting. Is it safe to wash a car with a
pressure washer? Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply. We scour the Earth to
find the newest, most unique and useful items in the automotive aftermarket. We also try to stay
abreast of the most current trends and products in car care and car accessories so we can offer
them to you first! Before we decide if an item makes the site, these products must undergo and
pass our rigorous testing and approval procedures. Testing at AutoGeek goes something like
this: a new item arrives at the warehouse and, on a rotating schedule--we'd go broke if everyone
here got to try everything--staff members check out the product on their own cars, or a
neighbor's, or a friend's, to see if it is indeed worthy. It seems that the most popular items to
test are car care products, microfiber towels, etc. Working here does have its perks. Once there
has been sufficient time for the item to prove, or disprove its usefulness, we have a staff
meeting to get everyone acquainted with the new product. That's why we have one of the most
knowledgeable sales staffs you'll ever deal with. They forced me to say that! All joking aside, we
strive to bring
2000 honda civic hoods
dayton fuel trimmer wiring diagram
1985 dodge power ram
you the best items, first, at the best cost. After all, we're all in this for one thing, our cars! Sale
Countdown. Shop Autogeek:. We will meet or beat anyone's pricing, shipping or promo! What's
new on AutoGeek! New items arrive daily. You'll find them on this page, first. American Detailer
Garage F Combo. Beasley's Nano LS Hybrid Solutions Pro Ultimate Kit. Blue Microfiber Coating
Applicator. Speed Master Clay Foam Block. Meguiar's Hybrid Paint Coating. Meguiar's Hybrid
Wash Mitt. Meguiar's Ultimate Insane Shine Foam. Gyeon Q2M Interior Detailer. Griot's Garage
Ceramic Trim Wipes. Lake Country Power Tools Backpack. Speed Master Microfiber Towels.
Speed Master 5 Piece Brush Set. Griot's Garage Ceramic Speed Shine. Griot's Garage Ceramic
Speed Shine oz. GTechniq Marine Products. Workshop Solutions Professional's Wash Kit.
Workshop Solutions Enthusiast's Wash Kit. Workshop Solutions Beginner's Wash Kit. Klasse
Klassic Trio Kit. Workshop Solutions Double Bucket Dolly. Workshop Solutions.

